Abutment Placement Using a Positioning Jig

We've have provided this guide to assist you with the next step in the procedure. Please call if you have any questions.

**Step 1**
Remove the healing abutment.

**Step 2**
Seat the abutment in the following manner: Place screw into abutment. Utilize the screw as a handle and insert the abutment fully into the jig so the margins are closed. There is a dot on the facial of both the jig and the abutment. The wings of the jig extend onto the incisal or occlusal surfaces of the adjacent teeth.

Some slight twisting of the jig may be necessary to fully seat the abutment over the hex of the implant. Tighten the screw with the driver.

**Step 3**
Verify seating by radiograph. Radiograph must be perpendicular to the implant so that the threads of the implant appear sharp.

**Note:** If a gap appears in the radiograph, loosen the screw slightly with the driver, rotate the abutment until it seats and retighten the screw while maintaining the dot on the buccal aspect. Confirm seating with a new radiograph.
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